Silicon Photonics  Microelectronics for Optics

Conventional Optics

 Wafer-scale manufacturing of optical devices
 Single-chip silicon integration of optical components
 Considerably fewer components, much smaller size, lower power
 Reduced manufacturing complexity and cost

https://www.osapublishing.org/oe/abstract.cfm?uri=oe-21-22-26962

 Applying Moore’s Law to Optics

Rockley Photonics’ Unique Approach

Silicon Photonics
Modulator / detector

 Fabless, capital-lite business model, with control of the core process and IP
 Cutting edge, disruptive technology, completely integrated and optimized
silicon photonics process
 Unified technology spanning multiple large, highly addressable and
growing markets
 Strong commercial relationships with tier 1 customers
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Rockley’s Technology: Volume-scale chipsets, broad range of applications
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Challenges
1. Volumizing a complete Si Photonics platform which needs to have:











High yield wafer processing with good process control (less process layers better)
Capability for large circuit sizes integrating large number of components
Low cost fiber assembly and packaging
Low optical losses (minimizing laser power)
High channel density with compact active structures
High-throughput high-density integration of III-V materials (low-cost broad-band lasers)
Broad operating wavelength range
Low power high speed interface electronics and compact electronics integration
Performance that can easily scale to future generations

2. Massive scaling for integrated optics: i) technology capable of addressing wide range of applications,
ii) manufacturing and customer ecosystem over range of market opportunities
3. Standardization vs. technology and supply diversity
 standards bound supply chain for datacenters, how about 5G, automotive LiDAR?

4. Winners for next-gen applications are in a race for advanced material integration
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Challenges – Si Photonics
1) Implementing a high-yield integrated photonics platform with high level of integration
Electrons and Photons behave very differently, but most integrated photonics (Si photonics) processes are based on CMOS processes
and processing tools. Is this the right approach to make a platform that is complete without gaps for being versatile for a wide range
of applications? Is a MEMS-type process more suitable for photonics? Is Si the right material system to use for integrated photonics?
What level of circuit complexity and integration can ultimately be achieved with high yields and low cost?

2) Advanced material integration into Silicon Photonics
The silicon material system is inefficient for some photonic applications (e.g. light generation), what are good ways to integrate other
materials into Silicon so that the photonic integrated circuits do not have major performance/efficiency gaps? Should monolithic or
hybrid integration be used?

3) Applications / markets / business cases for large-scale integrated photonics
For integrated photonics to achieve large scale deployment like microelectronics they must go into products that displace traditional
micro-optic components, and therefore must be both high performance and low cost. Does the business case become more attractive
for higher levels or integration and circuit complexity? Can these be made to be low cost for a wide range of market opportunities using
a microelectronics-style unified process model, and what markets can and can not be addressed?

4) Standardization vs. innovation
Standards drive unified technology implementations that provide a healthy multi-vendor supply for a single customer and single
application, and therefore successful technology adoption for products, but standards can also drive away innovation because they
stymie alternative approaches. When should an industry drive standardization to drive productiazation, and how to standardize by
allowing innovation to co-exist?
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